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An Educating Community



History and Identity of the Schools
“Men and women were working together to 
build the walls of this school because we 
wanted a new and different place for our 
children.”

“Our goal is to create an amiable school 
that is active, livable, 
documentable, and 
communicative.” 
Loris Malaguzzi



Education as a Right
� “Education is a right of all , of all children, 

and as such is a responsibility of the 
community. Education is an opportunity for 
the growth and emancipation of the 
individual and the collective; it is a resource 
for gaining knowledge and for learning to 
live together; it is a meeting place where 
freedom, democracy, and solidarity are 
practiced and where the value of peace is 
promoted.”
� Students with different learning needs are 

regarded as having “special rights” rather 
than disabilities or special education services



Culture of the Atelier

Place of research, invention, and empathy expressed by means of 
the 100 languages of learning which extend beyond childhood to 
include adulthood

All types of the arts are integrated into learning projects

These projects are constructed in partnership with professionals of 
various competencies, musicians, painters, architects, etc. . . 



Making Learning Visible
Exhibitions

Ray of Light 

Digital Landscapes

Mosaic of Graphics



Transpor tationHow does a bike 
move?
Who rides a 
bike?
How can we 
create bikes 
using other 
materials? How 
do you draw a 
bike?



Architecture and Design
What would a 
column wear? 
What do 
people want 
to look at? 
What makes a 
space 
beautiful?



People
Who lives in our city? 
What do people like to do?
How are we alike/ 
different? 



In Silver ton…
� Story of Silverton School
�Art integrated into all 
learning
�Making learning visible in 
our community



A Day in the Life
� Schools are a HAPPY place.
� Schools exist because of parent 

commitment.
� No standard curriculum it taught, rather the 

teachers listen to the children's’ interests and 
plan accordingly.
� Teachers are trusted to teach.
� The environment is the “third” teacher.
�Children have time for open exploration.
� “Surprises” are placed throughout the school 

i.e. a slinky hanging from the ceiling 



from





a big staircase sound



Variations in Rhythm
The metal staircase seems to become 

a musical instrument. Strength, 
delicacy, pause, and rhythm are 

some of the strategies used by 
children to produce variations in the 

sounds they make on it. 







“We’ve heard the 
recordings so many 
times that when I see 
sounds in a drawing, I 
don’t hear them in my 
ears, I hear them in my 
mind.” Alice







“It is our obligation to think 
about the future. The actions 

we do not take today are 
actions not taken for the 

children who will be growing 
tomorrow. To dare the future, 

then, is not a risk but a 
necessity for the dignity of 

mankind.” 

Loris Malaguzzi


